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Deformation along the northern edge of the Rombak Window documents an unusual extensional
event during the evolution of a contsronat orogen. The extension occurred along a series of ducti
le deformation zones that strike slightly east of north and dip moderately west ; both mesoscopic
and microscopic kinematic indicators demonstrate normal motion on these zones. Two adjacent
zones are major features , extending at least 6 km along strike (representing a structural depth of 1.1
- 1.6 km) without changing orientation. The remainder are fairly superficial features , dying out at
depths of 100 to 200 m; they are thought to represent local adjustments to offset on the major
zones. Fault zones with normal offset along strike at the southern edge of the Rombak Window
are thought to be part of the same feature, although they formed at shallower depths . A promi
nent N-S-trend ing structura l lineament and isolated patches of Dividal Group sedimentary rocks in
the central part of the window may represent the trace of this extensional feature . The extension
was preceded by emplacement of the Bj0rnfjell Thrust Complex, containing granitic basement and
autochthonous sedimentary rocks of Baltoscandian affinity. Both of these events occurred under
greenschist facies (bioli te grade) conditions. The extension was followed by emplacement of hig
her nappe sheets containing a variety of rock types, and generally considered to be exotic with
respect to the Baltic craton.

Three types of models which could create the required extension of the subducting craton,
preceded and followed by large-scale compressional deformation, are being considered: (1) Exten
sion of the upper surface of the Baltic craton during flexing prior to subduction . (2) Extension due
to the flexing of a crystall ine thrust sheet as it moved over a ramp in an underlying detachment.
(3) Extension due to an unrecognized deformational event during the 80 Ma age bracket allowed by
the broadest interpretation of the age constra ints on Caledonien deformati on in this area.

Patricia H. Cashman: Department of Geological Sciences, Mackay School of Mines, University
of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 89557, U.SA

Introduction
Deformation along the northern edge of the
Rombak Window , in the Caledon ian orogen
of North Norway (Fig. 1), documen ts an unusu
al extensional event dur ing the evolut ion of a
convergent plate marg in. The Scandinavian
Caledonides developed in Early to Middle
Paleozoic time from the collision of the Green
land and Baltic cratons (Laurent ia and Balti
ea), following the closing of the lapetus Ocean
(Roberts & Gee 1985). Although the polarity
of subduction has been debated , the presence
of Late Ordov ician to Early Devonian intrusive
rocks in the East Greenland Caledon ides (Hen
riksen & Higgins 1976) and their near absence
in Scandinavia suggests to most workers that ,
at least in its late stages , subduction was
west-directed. In the final stages of the collisi-

on, a series of thrust sheets conta ining rocks
of both oceanic and continental aff inities was
emplaced eastward onto the Baltoscandian
platform. SUbsequent deep erosion has ex
posed Baltic gran itic basement and autocht
honous sedimentary cover in the Rombak
Window , while preserving much of the overly
ing nappe sequence .

Although continent-continent collis ion zones
are characterized primarily by compressional
deformation, several recent stud ies have docu
mented extens ional deformation in coll isional
orogens. In most of these examples, the exten
sion occurred in the overr iding plate late in
the evolution of the mounta in belts , and is
thoug ht to have resulted from gravitational
collapse of a topographic high (Elliott 1976,
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Fig. 1. Regional geo log ic map. showing the location of the Rombak Window and of the 5 udy area. along ItS northern edge.
Dotted line = highway betw een arvik, orwa y, and Kiruna. Swed en. Hatcnureo line = Ofo tbanen (railroan betw een arv ik
and Kiruna),

Coward 1982, 1983, Burg et al. 1984, Burch
fiel & Royden 1985). In the remaining exam
ples, the normal faulting is a fairly local pheno
menon which results from prog ressive simple
shear along a major thru st surface (Ramsay
et al. 1983, Platt & Legge tt 1986). The extensi
onal faulting reported in this study. however,
is a poss ibly unique example of geo logical
evidence for extensional faulting at mid-crus
tal dept hs (biotite-grade cond itions ) and early
in the evolution of the collisiona l belt, faulting
which was preced ed and followed by large
scale compressional deformation .

Preliminary structural mapp ing of the base
men cover contact along the northern edge
of the Rombak Window - intended to docu
ment basement involvement in Caledon ian

deform ation - revea led a comp lex deform ation
history with severa l super impo sed faulting
events , as shown by crosscutt ing duct ile defor
mation zones (Andresen & Cashman. 1984a,
b: Andr esen & Cashman, in review). The ini
tial mapp ing sugges ted that one of these
events was characterized by norma l offset.
This conclusion is so unusual that a more
deta iled structural study was warranted: Geolo
gical evidence for norm al faulting at rela ively
deep structural levels and fairly early in he
development of an orogenic belt has no been
described. Such faulting has been suggested
from seismic reflection profiles and earthqua e
seismology (e.g. Lillie 1984, 1985, Lillie &
Yousef 1986); however. in these examples
hrusting followed , but did not precede, he
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Fig. 2. Detailed geologic map showi ng the four major Iithologic groups and the cross -cutting struc tural relationships within
the study area. Litholoqic and geologic symbols are the same as those used in Fig. 1. Numbers show station loca tions
for structural data in Fig. 6.

extens ional faulting. Detailed exam inat ion of
this field example may shed new light on the
progress ive deformation associated with nap
pe emplacemen t. The object ive of the present
study was to examine these features in more
detail - to determine their structural geome
try, kinematics and timing, and to constrain
the mechanisms by which they could have
formed. Field mapp ing concentrated on defo r
mation fabr ics and mesoscopic struct ures.
Oriented samples were collected for petrogra
phic analys is of defo rmat ional mechan isms ,
and for deta iled kinematic and stra in studies .
This paper represents an interim report on a
study still in progress , and will be concerned
primarily with the geometry and kinematics
of the normal ductile deformation zones . Stra
in analyses are currently underway, and will
be included in a future report. Further map
ping is also necessary, to establ ish the full
extent and regional signif icance of the normal
duct ile deformation zones .

Several revisions to the regional-scale map
have also emerged fro m this detailed str uctu r
al mapp ing: The basal quartzite/conglomerate

sect ion of the Dividal Group is not continuous 
ly exposed around the north ern edge of the
Romba k Window (Figs. 1 & 2), in contras t to
the way it is show n on the Narvik 1:250,000
map-sheet (Gustavson 1974). The discontinu
ous expos ure is in part attributab le to primary
relief on the basement/cover cont act. Several
lines of evidence point to this relief - inclu
ding variation in the compositional and textu
ral maturity of the basal sediments - in add iti
on to mappable relief on the contact itself. In
addition to pr imary relief, tecto nism is also
responsible for some of the gaps in the basal
quartzite/conglomerate sect ion . Locally , the
allochthonous nappe sheets are emplaced di
rectly over autochthonous crystalline base
ment. Basement highs seem to have been
areas of thinner initial deposits, and, being
higher , they may also have been more apt to
be tectonica lly stripped dur ing later low -angle
thrust ing. The major implication of the discont in
uous nature of the autochthonous cover is
that crysta lline basem ent of the Rombak Win
dow is clear ly involved in Caledo nian deforma
tion , rather than being physically isolated from
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it by a detachment which is conf ined to the
autochthonous sedimentary section, as is sug
gested by previous mapping.

Geology of the northern edge of
the Rombak Window
The rocks along the north ern edge of the
Rombak Window can be divided into four
groups of fundamentally different structural
and tectonic significance (Fig. 2): The first.
Precambrian crystalline basement, is domina
ted by the 1700 Ma Rombak Granite (Heier &
Compston 1969, Gunner 1981) and also con
tains xenol iths of mafic gneiss and felsic intru
sive rocks which intrude the gran ite. The Rom
bak Granite is coars e-grained, and compo sed
of 1-3 cm K-feldspar porphyroclasts in a ma
trix of recrystall ized quartz, plagioclase, mic
rocl ine and biot ite. The biotite occcurs in elon
gated clots , poss ibly indicating that biot ite is
an alterat ion product of some other primary
mafic phase. The gran ite exhibits a variably
developed but genera lly very weak foliation 
defined by the prefe rred orientat ion of feld
spar porp hyroclasts and the sub-pa rallel orien
tat ion of biot ite grains - which dips steeply
and strikes generally N-S.

A thin, discont inuous sedimentary sequence,
generally referred to as the Dividal Group,
makes up the second lithologic group. It is in
depositional contact over the crysta lline base
ment. Rykkelid & Andresen (1988) have traced
the characteristic basal sequence of this unit
westward to Ofoten and eastward to Tome
trask . The latter is the type area of the Torne
trask Formation, which is the basal formation
in the Dividal Group in northern Norbotten
(Thelander 1982). This confirms earlier correla
tions of these sedimentary sequences (Kaut
sky & Tegengren 1952, Kautsky 1953, and
Kulling 1964, as cited in Bjorklund 1985). Step
hens et al. (1985) also support a tectonostrati
graph ic corre lation of the autochthonous sedi
mentary rocks from the Ofoten area to the
Caledon ian thrust front, based on the similari
ties of rock type, rock sequence, and the sta
te of preservat ion of the basemenUcover con
tact. Although no fossils have been found in
the study area , fo s si ls from the Div idal Group
date it as Vendian - Cambrian in age (e.g.
Kulling 1972). Bjorklund (1985) conc ludes that
the autochthonous sedimentary rocks in the
Akkajaure and Tysf jord areas , to the south ,
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include rock s only as young as Middle Cam
brian, with higher units having been tectonical
Iy removed. This is based on stratigraphic
control and on low radioactivity values, which
rule out the presence of the highly radioactive
Cambrian Alum Shale of Kulling (1964) from
the upper part of the Dividal Group. Similar
age constraints probably also apply to the
autochthonous sedimentary rocks in the study
area, which are thin and discont inuous, and
probably only include the lowermost part of
the section.

Along the north ern edge of the Rombak
Window, this sedimentary unit is metamorpho
sed to biotite grade and is composed of phyl
lite, quartz ite, feldspathic meta-arenite and
quartzose metaconglomerate. Its compo sition
seems to vary systematically with position: in
the more eastern expo sures it is generally
less cong lomeratic, and contains a greater
percentage of fine sandstone and mudstone
(now phyllite and quartz ite). Primary structures
are locally well preserved; these include trough
cross -bedding, nested channel cut-and-fill
structures and lag deposits in the sand
dominated beds, and suggestions of ripple
cross-laminae in the fine sand and mudstone
beds. Where observed, primary sedimentary
structures consistently show the section to
be upright. Cross-bed orientat ions suggest
that current directions were toward the south
and southwest; a similar conclusion was rea
ched by Tull et al. (1985). Conglomerate appe
ars to be conf ined to the lowest part of the
section, where it makes up laterally persistent
beds up to 3 m thick. The conglomerate beds
(approximately 30% of the section in the wes
ternmost exposures) are poor ly orga nized ,
crudely stratified to unstratified, clast-s uppor
ted and texturally mature. All Dividal Group
rocks in the study area are interpreted to be
of fluvial to near-shore or igin. Petrography of
the clasts suggests granitic and recycled crate
nic sources. (J.H. Trex ler, Jr., pers. comm.
1986).

The third lithologic group (here informally
called the 'Lower Nappe Complex' of Figs. 1
& 2) is composed of a series of thrust or
nappe sheets of Baltoscandian affinity; these
nappes are composed of metasedimentary
rocks in p robable deposit io nal contact w ith
highly deformed Precambrian granitoid rock s.
Two tecton ic units are recognized within the
map area; they are distinguished on the basis
of the types of metasedimentary rocks associa-
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ted with the metagranites, and the degree of
mylonitization of the metagranites. The lower
of these two units , informally termed the Bjern
fjell Thrust Complex, conta ins deformed meta
sed imentary rocks (primarily quartzite and
metaconglomerate, loca lly overlain by schist)
in depositiona l (?) contact on deformed granito
id rocks. These rocks are clearly der ived from
the under lying autochthonous gran ite and Divi
dal Group sedimentary rocks. They occur in
a series of fault-bounded slices ; internal defor
mat ion generally increases with structural
height of the slices . The higher unit, here in
formally termed the Treldal Thrust Complex,
is composed of metagranite, gabbro, blastomy
lonitic quartzite, schist and minor dolom ite
marble . These rocks are generally more defor
med than those in the Bjemfjell Thrust Com
plex , and are slightly higher (garnet) metamor
phic grade. Tull et al. (1985) describe some
of the internal structure of the Treldal Comp
lex (part of their 'Nappe 1'). and conclude
that the rocks , like those of the Bjernfjell
Complex, represent folded and imbricated
autochthonous basement and sedimentary
cove r. The greater deformation and higher
metamorphic grade , however, suggest a more
distant root zone than that of the Bjernfjell
Complex.

These informal names for the units in the
third lithologic group are the local names sug
gested by A. Andresen (pers. comm . 1983,
1986), and are preferred for two reasons. (1)
Detailed mapping that wou ld follow these units
from the study area to the type sect ions for
more widely used term inologies remains to
be done. (2) Some of the exist ing terminology
seems to be inappropriate. A tentative correla
tion of the informal units used in this study
with other terminologies is suggested here.
The nappes of Baltoscandian affinity on the
Swedish side of the border are known as the
Rautas and Abisko Nappes (Kulling 1964), and
correspond to the Lower and Middle AIIoch
thons of Gee & Zachr isson (1979). These may
be equivalent to the Bjemfjell and Treldal
Complexes, respectively . Units comparable to
the Bjernfjell Complex along the southern
edge of the Rombak Window are termed the
Storrit Complex by Hodges (1982) and Tilke
(1986); similar shear-zone rocks along the
west edge of the Romba k Window are termed
the Storfjell Group by Gustavson (1974, 1978);
and locally-derived slices of crysta lline rock
and its metased imenta ry cove r in the eastern
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part of the Rombak Window are termed Hoi
ganjv ri Comp lex by Bax (this volume). Gustav
son (1974, 1978) includes allochtho nous base
ment rocks in both the Storfjell Comp lex and
the base of the Rombak Group . Mapp ing by
Tull et al. (1981, 1985) has shown that the
thrust separating the Storfjell and Rombak
Groups does not have regional significance ;
nor does it correspond to the thrust between
the Middle and Lowe r Allochthons in Sweden .
More detailed mapping is necessary to resolve
some of these regional problems, and to re
duce the number of parallel and/or over lapp ing
term inologies .

The highest lithologic group (the 'Higher
Nappe Comple x' of Figs. 1 & 2; and 'Nappe 2'
of Tull et al. 1985) contains a wide variety of
metasedimentary and meta-igneous rocks .
This group corresponds to the Upper and
Uppermost Allochthons of Gee & Zachr isson
(1979), and includes metasedimentary and
metavol canic rocks , and minor bod ies of gra
nite, trondhjemite , dior ite, nor ite and gabbro
(Gustavson 1969, 1972). The rocks of this
group occur along the northern edge of the
map area and probably correspond to the
K61 i sequence of the Seve-K6li nappe of Kul
ling (1960) in the Tornetrask region of Swe
den. Gustavson (1977) subdivided these rocks
into several tecton ic units (Rombak Group ,
Narvik Group , Salangen Group and Niingen
Group) on the basis of lithology and metamor
phic grade. More recently , poss ible oph iolite
fragmen ts have been recogn ized within these
upper nappes (Boyd 1983). Viewed as a whole,
the rocks of the highest group have a eugeo
clinal character, and they are cons idered to
be exotic with respect to the othe r groups.

Detailed mapp ing along the northern edge
of the Rombak Window reveals a complex
faulting history (Andresen & Cashman 1984a,
b, in review): At least three sets of ductile
deformation zones offset the basement/cover
contact. These three fault sets are therefore
not the result of Precambrian deformational
events , but can be attributed to Caledonian
deformation. Syn- to post-tectonic growth of
biot ite in all three sets of ducti le deformation
zones indicates that faulting took place prior
to or during cond itions indicative of middle
greenschist facies or higher.

The oldest duct ile deformation zones are
low-angle, imbricate thrust zones with a well
deve loped LS fabric (Fig. 2). The zones and
the foliation dip west-northwest, and the linea-
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tion trends 3000
• These early reverse faults

are locally structurally overlain by a duplex
composed of blastomylonitic granite and quart
zite of the Bjerntjell Thrust Complex. The ear
ly reverse faults and the Bj0rnfjell Thrust Com
plex are offset by N-S-striking, west-d ipping
ductile deformat ion zones with normal offset
(Fig. 2) (Andresen & Cashman 1984b); these
are discussed in deta il below. A third set of
duct ile deformation zones occu rs near the
eastern edge of the study area (Fig. 1), and
exhibits reverse motion. These zones strike
NNE-SSW and dip steeply east; they have
been mapped in detail by aruk (1987).

Normalductiledeformation zones
A set of at least thirteen duct ile deformation
zones striking at 1900

- 2000 and dipping 500

- 600 west cuts crystalline basement along the
north ern edge of the Rombak Window. The
dips of the zones shallow upward in the prox i
mity of the contact with the over riding nappe
sheets ; this change in orientation is also ob
served in Iithologic contacts and other structu
ral features, and seems to be due to later flat
tening and/or simple shear strain assoc iated
with emplacement of the nappes.

The ductile deformation zones range from
5 m to grater than 20 m in thickness. Most of
the zones are fairly regularly spaced , and
occur within a 5 km distance (Fig. 2). West
of this area, the duct ile deformation zones are
farther apart, and exhibit less offset (Fig. 1).
Reconnaissance mapping east of this area
did not reveal any more ductile deformation
zones in this set. Six of the zones are easily
recognizable on the geologic map because the
basal sedimentary sequence (Dividal Group)
is preserved in the hanging wall but not the
footwall (Fig. 2). Field identification is based
on rotat ion of contacts and pre-ex isting fa
ones toward parallelism with the zones, and
the development of a new mylonitic to ultramy
lonitic LS fabric in the interiors of the zones.
Two adjacent zones (D and E on Figs. 1 and
2) continue as major structures in the base
ment for an along-strike distance of over 6
km. Most of the remaining zones seem to be
fairly superficial features localized along the
basemen cover contac t: they become less
well-defined with structu ral depth, and most
cannot be traced more than 0.5 - 0.7 km from
the contact with the over lying nappe sheets
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FIg. 3. Foliated Rombak Granote in a duct ile cetormanon
zone: view IS toward the nort h. ote the asymmetric augen
Indicating normal motion along this zone .

(which corre sponds to a structural depth of
100 - 200 m below the nappe sheets).

The most ubiquitous mesoscopic structure
in the ductile deformation zones in crys talline
basement is the foliation. Fault roc s 0 he
ductile deform ation zones cover the full range
of the mylonite series as defined by Sibson
(1977): granites at the boundaries of the zo
nes are protomylonites, wi h feldspar augen
(sometimes asymmetric) in anastomosing zo
nes of matr ix biotite and quartz (Fig. 3). Alt
hough fabric development is inhomogeneous,
the percentage of matrix generally increases
toward the center of the ductile deform ation
zone, resulting in a band of true mylonite
between the boundaries and the center of the
zone. arrow areas of higher strain common 
ly occur within this mylonitic granite; these
ultramylonite zones commonly range from 10
cm to 20 cm in thickness, and resemble a fine
ly laminated gneiss. The central part of each
ductile defor mation zone, which generally is
between 2 m and 5 m in thickness, is also
composed of ultramylonite.

In some of the foliated granites, two planar
anisotropies can be recognized in the outcrop
an d /o r in th in section. T he se correspond to
the C-surfaces and S-surfaces of Berths et
al. (1979). The C-surfac es, or slip surfaces,
appear as thin layers of fine-grained, recrystal
lized quartz, biotite and feldspar; they are
parallel to the main shear-zone boundary. The
S-surfaces , or mineral foliation, are defined
by compos itional layering and preferred mine
ral shape or ientation; this is most easily recog-
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nizable mesos copi cally as the preferred orien
tation of the large feldspar porphyroclasts.
The orientation of fol iation (S-surfaces) chan
ges acro ss the duct ile deformation zones.
Foliation, at an acute angle to the C-surfaces
near the zone boundaries, approaches para lle
lism with the C-surfaces in the ultramylonites
at the central part of the duc tile deformat ion
zones. Fine-grained mafic xenoliths and/or
dikes in the basement are commonly - but
not always - assoc iated with the high strain
zones in the center of the duct ile deformat ion
zones. It is unclear whether these rocks defor
med pref erentially once the duct ile deformat ion
zone was established , and thus became the
areas of highest stra in, or whether the ductile
deformation zones may have formed along
these inhomogeneities in the basemen t.

A mineral lineation is also developed in the
mylon ites and ultramylonites; it lies in the
plane of the foliation. Petrog raphically, the
lineation is defined by preferred shape or ienta
tion of large feldspar porphyroclasts , linear
concentrations of recrystallized biot ite grains,
and loca l preferred shape or ientat ion of sub
grains and recrystallized gra ins in pressure
shadows. These lineations range from 260 0

to 3150 in trend (approxi mately down-dip in
the ductile deformat ion zones ) throughout the
field area . In zones D and E, where the grea
test range in depth can be obse rved , the trend
of the lineation can be seen to change with
structural depth , from 300 0 near the contact
with the overlying nappes to 270 0 at deepe r
levels (Fig. 4). This suggests that the initial
trend of all the lineations was 270 0

, and later
deformation during nappe emplacement modi
fied the or ientat ions near the nappe contact.

There are two duc tile deformat ion zones
that appear to be significant structures in the
basement, labelled D and E on the geo log ic
map (Fig. 2). Zone E is the best exposed , and
will be described as an examp le of this style :
Zone E extends as a prom inent topographic
lineament at least 6 km southward from the
edge of the Rombak Window, representing a
structural depth of 1.1 - 1.6 km below the
overlying napp es. Several traverses across
this zone demon strate that the lineament is
def ined by granitic mylon ite and ultramylonite
15 m - 20 m thick. Land S orien tations are
rotat ed near the edge of the window - as
desc ribed above - but otherwise remain con
stant as far sout h as the lineament was traced
(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Stereogram showing the modification of lineation
orientation s from ductile deformat ion zone E in the vicinity
of the overlying napp e sheets. Dots are lineation orientati
ons with in 500 m of the edge of the Rombak Window, cros
ses are lineation orientations within 2-3 km of the edge of
the window, and the star is the lineation or ientat ion appr oxi
mately 5 km from the edge of the window.

Kinemat ic indicato rs at depth (most common
ly sigma -type asymmetric augen (Passchier &
Simpson 1986) in protomylonite and mylon ite)
are similar to those at the northern end of the
zone, and document norma l mot ion. No thin
sect ions are yet available from the deeper
parts of these zones , so a comparison of
deformational styles with structural depth is
not possible at present. Zone D is not well
exposed away from the edge of the window,
and was inferred initially from strong topogra
phic lineaments. Several exposures of mylon i
te and ultramylonite several km south of the
edge of the window and west of zone E, and
analogy with zone E, are the bas is for cons i
dering this zone also to be continuous with
depth . It is probably significant that these two
extens ive zones are adjacent to each other,
and are west (down-dip) of most of the other,
more super ficial, norma l ductile deformation
zones.

The remaining of the ductile defor mat ion
zones differ from zones D and E in that they
become less well-defined with increasing struc
tural depth . There is no evidence of a sub
hor izontal sole fault into which some or all
of them cou ld merge , and , with two possible
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the other zones maintain a constant or ientat i
on until they d ie o ut w it h depth . Petrographical
Iy, these superficial zones are identical to
zones D and E, exhibiting plastic deformation
of quartz , catac lastic deformation of feldspar,
and numerous kinematic indicators demonstra
ting normal motion.

+

+

Fig. 6. Representative lower-hemisphere stereograms s ow
ing rotation of lS fabr ics of the SjornfJell Thrus Complex
in the vicinity of the norm al ducnte deformation zones.
Dots represe nt lineation orientat ions: open squares repre
sent poles to foliation. Stereogram 1 shows typical lS fa
bric or ientat ions from the SjornfJell Comp lex: stereogram
2 show s l S fabric onent ations adjacent to a normal duc
tile deformation zone. umbers correspo nd to stat ion loca
tions shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Offse t of basemen cover contact and rotation of
bedding at ductile deformation zone A: view is towar d the
north , so offset is down- to-the-west; Zone A. the weste rn
most zone mapped , is atyp ical in that the offset is small
(on order of 10 m. whereas some of the other zones have
minimum off sets of 60 m) and the basemen Vcover con tact
is preserved on both sides of the zone . Note geologist
immediately to the right of the fault zone for scale.

except ions (see below). there is no evidence
that any of the zones are listric. In a typical
case, the protomylonite to ultramy lonite in the
center of one of these zones can be traced
with confidence for distances of 0.5 - 0.7 km
away from (or 100 - 200 m structurally below)
the contact with the nappe sheets at the edge
of the Rombak Window. Orientat ions of folia
tion and lineation remain constant, where ob
served , over this distance , with the except ion
of flattening in the immediate prox imity of the
over lying nappes . Where exposures permit , it
can be seen that the ultramylonite zones be
come narrower and fewer with depth, but the
foliation in the adjacent granite is developed
over a wider area (suggesting that the strain
becomes more widely distr ibuted with depth ).
Xeno!iths andlo r dikes in the gran ite are invari
ably assoc iated with the deeper exposures
of these ductile deformation zones . and the
deformation common ly cannot be traced be
yond the occurrence of these exot ic rock ty
pes. In two cases , zones F and G, field relati
ons suggest that the zones could flatten with
depth , and merge with zone E, to the west ;
however, exposures are insu f fi ci ent to resolve
this unequivocally. (Note that the 'flattening'
involves only enough change in or ientat ion to
merge with the neighbouring major fault zone
to the west; the term does not imply that
these zones approach sub-horizontal.) All of
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Sense of offset along the ductile deforma
tion zones is shown by offset of the base
mentlcover contact, sense of rotation of earli
er fabrics, and kinematic indicators such as
SIC fabrics and asymmetric augen within the
zones. The basement/cover contact is offset
in ten of the mapped zones; Dividal Group
rocks are preserved in the down-dropped
hanging wall, but not the footwall, of six of
these (Fig. 2). Drag folding of the basementl
cover contact - indicating normal motion 
can be mapped in the vicinity of these zones
(Fig. 5). Rotation of pre-existing fabrics is
best shown, however, by the imbricate thrust
faults and related foliation in the Bj0rnfjell
Complex near zones E and F (Fig. 6). The
imbricate thrusts steepen dramatically as they
approach the ductile deformation zones, and
they too show offset compatible with normal
motion. Asymmetric feldspar augen (sigma
type (Passchier & Simpson 1986)) are the
most widespread kinematic indicators, and are
best developed in protomylonites and myloni
tes. The 'tails' of the augen show down-to-the
west (normal) motion (Fig. 3).

Petrographic kinematic indicators include
almost all of the shear sense criteria evaluated
by Simpson & Schmid (1983); all confirm nor
mal motion along the ductile shear zones. The
most obvious feature in many of the granites
is displaced broken feldspar grains. Displace
ment along the microfractures in these grains
may be in the same sense or in the opposite
sense as the overall sense of shear, depend
ing on the orientation of the microfractures
relative to the shear planes. C-surfaces and
S-surfaces are developed in some rocks; plas
tically deformed quartz, particularly useful in
defining the s-surtaces, commonly curves into
the c-surfaces, indicating the sense of shear.
Asymmetric augen - in which recrystallized
material from the porphyroclast is drawn out
along the shear surfaces - and asymmetric
pressure shadows are developed in some
rocks. Subgrains and recrystallized grains with
a preferred shape orientation are locally obser
ved, but their orlentations seem to be more
strongly influenced by local conditions (e.g.
pull-aparts in large feldspar porphyroclasts)
than by the bulk deformation of the rock.

A minimum amount of offset across the
normal ductile deformation zones can be esti
mated from those in which the Dividal Group
rocks are preserved in the hanging-wall. Off
sets range from about 10 m (on the western-
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most zone) to a minimum of 60 m (on zones
E and F), and total over 250 m in an across
strike distance of 3 km between zones C and
M. Dividar Group rocks are only preserved
along the northern edge of the Rombak Win
dow, and there are no other markers for esti
mating offset; thus, it cannot be determined
whether offsets change with structural depth
in the zones which continue some distance
into the basement.

The relative age of formation of the normal
ductile deformation zones is clearly shown by
cross-cutting relationships in the field area.
Both the imbricate thrust zones and the Bjern
fjell Thrust Complex are rotated and offset
by the normal ductile deformation zones (Figs.
2 & 6). Later thrusting - in the form of em
placement of the higher nappe sheets ('Higher
Nappe Complex' of Figs. 1 & 2) - cross-cuts
the normal ductile deformation zones with no
offset, and so clearly post-dates normal fault
ing (Fig. 2). It is therefore inescapable that
an extensional deformational event - mani
fested as normal motion along west-dipping
ductile deformation zones - occurred in the
study area between major compressional
events.

No conclusive data exist regarding the abso
lute timing of emplacement of nappes with
Baltic affinity (e.g. Bj0rnfjell Complex) in the
Tornetrask - Rombak area. Data from Finn
mark (well to the north) suggest that the low
er allochthons in that area were emplaced
during the early to middle Ordovician Finn
markian phase of Caledonian deformation
(Pringle 1973, Sturt et al. 1975, 1978). Data
from south of the study area indicate that
nappe emplacement there was of Late Silurian
to Devonian age, known as the Scandian event
(Gee & Wilson 1974). The higher nappe she
ets in the study area were emplaced during
or slightly after the Scandian event, as shown
by the fact that Upper Ordovician to Silurian
fossils have been reported (Olaussen 1976,
Binns & Matthews 1981, Bj0rlykke & Olaussen
1981) in units which are correlative with the
Rombak and Salangen Groups (Tull et al.
1985, Steltenpohl et al. 1985). Using these
broad regional constraints for the widest rea
sonable age bracket, it is therefore possible
that the normal ductile deformation zones in
the study area could have formed any time
between Early or Middle Ordovician (Finn
markian) and Late Silurianor Devonian(Scandi
an). However, careful geochronology along the
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southern edge of the Rombak Window by Til
ke (1986) suggests a much tighter age bra
cket (430 - 410 Ma) for metamorphism and
thrusting of Baltic basement and cover (equiva
lent to formation of BjQlrrfjell Complex?)
through imbrication and emplacement of the
'Upper Nappe Complex' onto the Baltoscandi
an Platform (equivalent to emplacement of
'Higher Nappe Complex' of this study?).

Discussion
Any interpretation of the origin of the normal
ductile deformation zones must satisfy the
following geometric and kinematic constraints:

(1) Discounting later modification of the struc
turally highest part of the zones, they strike
slightly east of north (010°) and dip moderate
ly west (50° - 60°).

(2) Field relations and kinematic indicators
demonstrate that the offset is normal.

(3) Deformation occurred under greenschist
facies (biotite grade) or higher conditions.

(4) Metamorphic Iineations developed within
the zones trend approximately down-dip (270°
- 280°), indicating that motion was parallel to
this trend. (Lineations developed in response
to both earlier and later compressional faul
ting, in contrast, trend 300° - 305°).

(5) Two adjacent zones are major features,
continuing more than 6 km to the south with
no change in orientation or degree of deforma
tion.

(6) The remainder are fairly superficial featu
res, dying out with depth; there is no evidence
that these tauns are \\str\c, and no sub-horizon
tal fault into which they could sole out. Most
of these occur in the footwall of the two ma
jor faults described above, and most are asso
ciated with concentrations of xenoliths and/or
dikes in the basement.

(7) The faults are not evenly distributed along
the northern edge of the Rombak Window,
but are concentrated in one fairly small area.

Fault zones with normal offset have also
been described along the southern edge of
the Rombak Window, northwest of Kaisejaure
and north-northwest of Tutturjaure, by Tilke
(1986). These zones are along strike from the
zones described here, and are very similar in
orientation (striking 030° - 040°, with maximum
dips of 40° - 50°W). The offsets of these
faults (a minimum of several tens of meters)
are comparable to those along the northern
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edge of the Rombak Window, as is the timing
of deformation (after some imbricate thrusting,
but prior to final emplacement of the overlying
nappe sheets). Mesoscopically, they differ from
the zones along the northern edge of the
Rombak Window in ways that indicate formati
on at shallower structural levels.

The fault zones described by Tilke are 1 cm
- 3 cm in width, with no deformation evident
on either side. Epidote recrystallization and
slickensides (trending 300° - 340°) are com
mon along the fault zones. Six individual faults
were mapped, but they were only noted whe
re there were extensive exposures of Dividal
Group rocks in the hanging-wall. Tilke descri
bes the faults as being sigmoidal in cross
section, shaliowing upward due to later rotatio
nal shear strain, and shallowing downward as
a result of originallistric geometries. (The direc
tion of nappe emplacement in this area is from
NW toward SE (120°), just like it is at the
northern edge of the window.) He did not at
tempt to trace the faults structurally down
ward, where basement is juxtaposed against
basement, so it is not clear whether there
may be one or more major faults that continue
to depth without changing orientation, in addi
tion to the more numerous faults that flatten
(or die out?) with depth. The evidence is strong
that the normal faults at the northern and
southern edges of the Rombak Window are
parts of the same feature. A prominent structu
ral lineament in the central part of the window
along strike with several N-S elongate patches
of Dividal Group rocks are suggestive of the
continuity of this structure across the window.
Mapping between the two is necessary to
establish this uniquivocaliy, and is the next
objective of the on-going study reported here.

Close examination of published examples
of extensional faulting in collisional belts re
veals few geometric similarities with the nor
mal fault zones of the Rombak Window: In
some instances (e.g. Coward 1982, 1983 and
Eliiott 1976), the faults are Iistric, and sole into
a basal detachment. The faults reported by
Platt & Leggett (1986) are the only other nor
mal faults reported in the lower plate, but they
differ from the faults reported here in that
they dip in the direction of thrust transport.
Other normal faults (e.g. Burchfiel & Royden
1985, Burg & others 1984) are low-angle and
sub-parallel to the thrusts, and are thought to
be reactivated thrust surfaces. The normal
faults described by Ramsay et al. (1983) form-
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ed in appropriately oriented limbs of rotating
buckle folds. None of these characteristics
apply to the normal faults of the Rombak
Window. In addition to the geometrical differen
ces, the timing of the faulting (Le. fairly early
in the evolution of the orogen, but after some
compressional deformation) and the location
of the faulting (Le. in the lower plate) are unusu
al or unique to these faults, and it is clear that
a new mechanism for their formation must be
invoked.

Although the origin of the normal ductile
deformation zones cannot be determined une
quivocally without further napping and structu
ral analysis, three types of models which
would create the required extension of the
basement/cover contact preceded and follow
ed by compressional deformation should be
considered:

(1) Extension of the upper part of the Baltic
crust would be expected as the crust was flex
ed into a foreland basin in front of the advan
cing higher nappe sheets (Andresen & Cash
man 1984a, b). Normal faults in other collisio
nal orogens which have been attributed to
thrust loading share many attributes with the
normal ductile deformation zones along the
northern edge of the Rombak Window. Lillie
(1984, 1985) distinguishes two types of nor
mal faults in the footwalls of major thrusts in
the Appalachian - Ouachita orogenic belt from
seismic reflection profiles. Of these, normal
faults related to earlier continental rifting have
large offsets (up to 7 km) and variable dip
directions, and do not offset the overlying
shelf strata; normal faults related to thrust
loading have relatively small displacements (0
- 2 km), dip consistently in the direction oppo
site to the transport direction of the overriding
thrust sheets, and offset basement and what
ever overlies it up to the thrust contact. Well
data from the foreland of the Ouachita Moun
tains supplements the seismic interpretation
for the latter type of normal fault: synorogenic
deposits thicken across the normal faults, but
the older shelf sediments do not, implying
that the normal faults only slightly pre-date the
thrust emplacement (Buchanan & Johnson
1968, Briggs & Roeder 1975, Fay et al. 1979,
as cited in Lil/ie & Yousef 1986, Lil/ie et al. in
press).

A modern analog has been described from
the Himalayan foreland in Pakistan (Lil/ie &
Yousef 1986). Here, seismic, sections show
normal offset of basement and the overlying
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evaporite section in the footwall of the Salt
Range thrust. This locality is near the 1966
Ganga Basin earthquake, which has been attri
buted (Molnar et al. 1976) to normal faulting
associated with flexural loading of the Indian
plate; Lil/ie & Yousef (1986) think that the fault
in the seismic section is 'apparently of similar
origin' to the one that caused the earthquake.
Calculations of lithospheric flexure (based on
extensive seismic reflection and gravity data
sets) support the correlation, concluding that
normal faulting of the upper crust beneath the
Salt Range is consistent with extension of the
upper part of the elastic plate in that region
(Duroy 1986).

Several observations argue against a direct
analogy between the thrust loading normal
faults described above and the ductile deforma
tion zones along the northern edge of the
Rombak Window, however. First, the zones
in the Rombak Window are not oriented pre
cisely perpendicular to the emplacement direc
tion of the overriding nappe sheets (as might
be expected by a crustal flexing model), and
the slip direction along them is not exactly
parallel to the emplacement direction. The
formation of the zones may have been control
led by pre-existing planes of weakness, in the
form of the variably-developed, N-S striking,
Precambrian fabric in the crystalline base
ment. The normal faults farther south reported
by Tilke (1986) probably represent a shallower
level of the normal fault zone. The orientation
of these faults and the slip directions on them
are very close to what would be expected for
this model, and may demonstrate that pre
existing fabrics did not exert a dominating
influence on fault formation at shallower struc
tural levels.

Second, the zones in the Rombak Window
were formed at biotite grade or higher conditi
ons, which indicates that they were buried to
a moderate depth at the time that they for
med. The depth itself is not a problem - in
a modern analog, normal fault earthquakes in
the Himalayan collision zone occur at depths
of about 20 km. (Focal mechanism studies (Ni
& Barazangi 1984) identify two earthquakes
which show normal faulting with extension
axes normal to the Himalayan trend. Both
events occurred beneath the Ganges forede
ep, in front of the Main Boundary thrust, a
position comparable to that suggested by this
model for the zones in the Rombak Window.
Ni & Barazangi (1984) attribute the earth-
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quakes to flexing of the Indian plate as it
bends and underthrusts beneath the Hima
laya.) The question, however, is what was
burying the Rombak Window zones to this
depth at the time that they formed.

Third, the zones in the Rombak Window are
clearly preceded, as well as followed, by large
scale compressional deformation. In all of the
analogs described above from seismic re
cords, well data and focal mechanism studies,
the normal faulting seems to have occurred
prior to the arrival of any overriding thrust
sheets.

(2) Extension would also be expected to
occur locally in a thrust sheet as it moved
over ramps in the basal decollement. Bax
(1986, this volume), Tilke (1986), and Naruk
(1987, pers. comm. 1988) have suggested that
the granite of the Rombak Window is allochtho
nous, Bax's arguments are based primarily
on regional lithostratigraphic correlations. His
cross-sections show numerous high-angle
faults in the crystalline basement of the win
dow; these faults flatten and merge with depth
into a sub-horizontal detachment. No field
structural evidence for this interpretation is
cited. Naruk, working only with the reverse
faults at Bjernfjell which offset the overlying
Treldal Complex, was able to document that
these faults do flatten with depth (from 70° 
80° at the structurally highest exposures to
30° - 40° at the structurally lowest exposu
res), possibly lending support to this aspect
of Bax's model. Tilke suggests that the win
dow is underlain by a detached slice of crystal
line basement approximately 1 km thick. His
interpretation is based on structural relations
hips, most notably the involvement of Rombak
crystalline basement in an asymmetric fold
which verges toward 120°, the direction of
thrust transport. He interprets this fold to be
related to motion on a deeper thrust. The
Matert thrust, which crops out in the Singis
Window, to the east, may be the surface ex
pression of this deeper thrust. The major diffe
rence between these models of an allochtho
nous Rombak Window is the continuity of the
basement slice beneath the window: Bax
(1986) shows a highly fragmented crystalline
basement, while Tilke (1986) suggests a sing
le, relatively undeformed basement slice which
deformed according to the ramp-flat geometry
of a 'typical' thrust belt in a layered sedimenta
ry rocks.
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If these interpretations are correct, some
deformation of the basement could be ex
pected as the thrust sheet moved over steps
in the underlying detachment. However, Tilke
(1986) specifically argues against the presence
of any ramps under the Rombak Window (be
cause of the absence of monoclines in the
basement and overlying nappes), and there is
no independent evidence for a ramp which
would explain the present position of the nor
mal faults. Another possible problem with this
explanation is the theoretical question of wheth
er a series of step-like ramps and flats could
form in crystalline rocks: This style of thrust
deformation is characteristic of layered sedi
mentary rocks, where ramps cut up across
the more competent layers and flats form in
the less competent ones (e.g Rich 1934, Har
ris 1979, Suppe 1983). Studies of geometry
and mechanics of basement deformation in
thrust belts have shown that the geometry of
major decollements vary markedly (e.g. Bre
wer et al. 1980, Ramsay 1980, Laubscher
1983, Rathbone et al. 1983, Suarez et al. 1983,
Cashman et al. 1986, Yonkee & Bruhn 1986,
1987); both thin and thick slices of crystalline
basement have been described in thrust belts,
but a step-like basal decollement in crystalline
rocks has not been observed.

(3) An unrecognized extensional event is
possible in the >80 Ma bracket allowed by the
broadest possible interpretation of the regio
nal age constraints (480 - 400 Ma) (see abo
ve). This is considered to be unlikely, how
ever, because the structural similarities betwe
en compressional events before and after the
normal faulting indicate that they formed as
part of the same tectonic regime: The Bjern
fjell Thrust Complex (which predates normal
faulting) and the deformation at the base of
the higher nappe sheets (which post-dates
normal faulting) are both characterized by LS
fabrics with foliation dipping gently to the north
and northwest, and lineation trending toward
300°. On the basis of structural arguments,
therefore, extensional faulting seems to have
occurred during a fairly short time period in
the evolution of this convergent orogen.

Furthermore, careful geochronology by Tilke
(1986) tightly brackets the ages of metamorp
hic and deformational events along the south
ern edge of the Rombak Window. If these
dates can be applied to the northern edge of
the window - as seems likely - then the
deformational events of interest here occurred
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between 430 and 410 Ma. Tilke (1986) dates
the early metamorphism of the Storrit Comp
lex (the probable equivalent of the Treldal
and/or Bj0rnfjell Complex) at 430 - 420 Ma;
in his interpretation, this represents early thrust
ing onto the Baltoscandlan Platform. Tilke's
dates on syntectonic metamorphic minerals
from the sole thrust of the Storrit complex and
the underlying 'basement' of the Rombak Win
dow are 415 - 410 Ma. Tilke interprets these
to be recrystallization ages, rather than cooling
ages, and to represent the involvement of
crystalline basement in the continued thrusting
onto the Baltoscandian Platform. Similar re
crystallization ages along thrusts higher in the
nappe pile indicate that continued imbrication
and emplacement of the higher nappe com
plex continued during and after this time. A
distinct extensional event therefore seems to
be an unlikely explanation for the origin of the
normal ductile deformation zones along the
northern edge of the Rombak Window. A
modification of this model - Le. that normal
faulting was a result of relaxation and/or isosta
tic adjustment during a period of decreased
convergence rates - remains a possibility.

In summary, none of the proposed models
provides a completely satisfactory explanation
for the origin of the normal faults. It is hoped
that further work, particularly field work, will
make it possible to identify the mechanism
that satisfies all of the geometric, kinematic,
and geochronological constraints. Mechanisms
related to model (1) - flexing due to crustal
loading from the advancing nappe sheets 
would be strengthened by an explanation for
the timing of flexing (after the emplacement
of the Baltica-derived thrust sheets), the burial
depth at the time of flexing, and the reason
flexing didn't OCCur perpendicular to the trans
port direction. Model (2) - flexing of a fairly
rigid crystalline thrust sheet as it moved over
steps in an underlying detachment - would
be enhanced by further evidence for a deta
chent underlying the entire Rombak Window,
by an explanation for the formation of ramps
and flats in crystalline rock, and by indepen
dent field evidence for a ramp in this part of
the Window. Model (3) - an extensional episo
de during a compressional regime at conver
gent plate boundary - is tightly enough cons
trained by the geochronology of Tilke (1986)
that a separate extensional orogenic event is
unlikely, but a modification of the compressio
nal regime is still a possibility. This model
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would be bolstered by independent evidence
for a change in convergence rate or direction
that might allow for a period of relaxation
and/or isostatic readjustment of the down
going slab at the time of the observed normal
faulting.
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